
Black short sleeves chef Jacket,cotton cool chef coat for summer

 
 
Description
1. short sleeves for summer
2. one chest pocket, without pocket flap
3. 5 double-breasted plastic buttons
4. High collar
 
Applications:
 

Public Place Hotel,Reatuarant,Bar,Kitchen,Baking room

Home Use Wear when we cook in kitchen or when we clean the house.
 

 
Specifications:
 



Details of Workwear
Chef Uniform

Size From S to XXXL European Size

Button Classical Knot Buttons

Color Black.Other color is also aviable such as bleach white
and claret-red.

Gender Unisex

Pockets 3 pockets in total.One chest pocket and two hip
pockets.

Fabric
Choose

80%polyester 20%cotton/65%polyester
35%cotton/100%cotton/100%polyeste

Fabric
Weight

190-300g/㎡

Cuff Normal cuff 

Market Europe market

Workmanship Stitching Single stitching,double stitching and triple stitching

Packaging Nomal
Polybag

1 piece/nomal polybag

Carton 25pcs/carton

MEAS 58cm*37cm*30cm

Sample We can provide you with samples.It will take about 10 working
days as usual.

Supply The supply we provide is OEM.

Series Recommendation Chef jacket,chef pants,chef long apron,chef short apron

 
Why Choose Us?
 
1, We have professional experience about 9 years,our maket are located in East middle maket,south
America, European and so on.
2, We have design department,our designs continuously develop new products based on the demand of
the market.
3, The professional technicians allow us to provide the accurate samples according to the
clients’ requirements in time.
4, Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.
5, We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packing materials.
6, The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.
7, Our annual production capacity is 100,000----120,000pcs per month.

 
Competitive Advantages:
As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more than 9 Years, we mainly produce
and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle East.Two Pattern Designers over



20 years experience. The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.  Eight QC inspector
control the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred 10-15 years
experience workers,strong accountability mechanisms.
1.Over 9 Years leading manufacturer in Wuhan.Professional and Honest. 
2.Free to make counter samples. 
3.SGS Report available. 
4.About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
5..Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at the newest software for pattern
making,efficient and precision.
6.8 QC inspectors:constroling the quality from Cutting,Sewing,Packaging,Ironing all the way
 
FAQ
1.Can we get your free samples?
Yes,our sample is free,but marked “Freight Collect”.
After the first transaction conclude,we will reduce the freight.
2.What's your normal lead time?
In 60days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.
3.How do you control the quality of items?
(1)About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers,
they are skillful at the newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision. 
(3)8 QC inspectors:controling the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way

 

 


